Sub : Special courses for building greater team spirit.

With a view to encouraging greater inter-service cooperation and camaraderie, infusing better team spirit and discouraging working in departmental silos, Board have decided that some special courses on cross-departmental themes may be conducted by each of the Centralised Training Institutes (CTIs). The courses should pertain to the core areas of strength of the respective CTIs; however, should also be relevant to other departments. For example, a course on ‘Tender and Contract Management’ can be organized at IRICEN, Pune with participation of officers from all other departments, the subject being relevant to all officers across departments.

2. A few such topics are listed below:-
   1) Finance for Non-Finance officers: NAIR
   2) Regulatory Regimes and Accountability: NAIR
   3) Public Private Partnership: IRITM
   4) Technology Management: IRISET/IRIMEE/IRIEEN

3. All the CTIs are requested to design/plan such courses and advise Training Directorate for information of Board.

This may be treated as URGENT.

(H. Moharana)
Director (Training)
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